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Abstract

We develop a Haskell library for functional-logic programming,
motivated by the implementation of Wired, a relational embedded
domain-specific language for describing and analysing digital cir-
cuits at the VLSI-layout level. Compared to a previous library for
logic programming by Claessen and Ljunglöf, we support residua-
tion, easier creation of logical data types, and pattern matching. We
discuss other applications of our library, including test-data gener-
ation, and various extensions, including lazy narrowing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.6 [Programming Tech-
niques]: Logic Programming; B.8.2 [Performance And Reliabil-
ity]: Performance Analysis and Design Aids

General Terms Design, Languages

1. Introduction

Functions are great for describing the structure and layoutof cir-
cuits [4]. They are simple, reusable, high-level, and amenable to
mathematical reasoning. Butrelations are more general. By ab-
stracting over the direction of data-flow, a single relationcan cap-
ture the behaviours of many functions. Research suggests that the
use of relations over functions can have a profound effect oncir-
cuit design languages. For instance, Ruby [8] – a combinator-based
language for describing and reasoning about circuits – is pleasingly
simple because, without loss of expressitivity, relationsreduce the
numbers of circuit combinators and associated algebraic laws.

More recently, relations have been found to be beneficial in Wired
[1], a language for describing and analysing circuits at theVLSI-
layout level. Relations are again used to simplify the combinator
set, but also to supportbi-directional evaluationand a basic form
of layout inference. With bi-directional evaluation, accurate analy-
ses can be expressed as non-standard interpretations: for example,
in RC-delay analysis, drive resistances flow forwards and load ca-
pacitances backwards. With layout inference, circuit tiles can adapt
automatically to fit within the context they are placed, simplifying
the programmer’s task.

A promising approach to implementing Wired is to embed it in
a language that supports both functional and logic programming
features. Here, we choose Haskell and provide the necessarylogic
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programming features in the form of a Haskell library. This lets
us keep Wired in a language that is relatively mature compared to
dedicated functional-logic languages, such as Curry [5], and also
to integrate Wired with Lava [4], an existing Haskell library which
sits a higher level of circuit abstraction.

Our library is similar to the logic programming library by Claessen
and Ljunglöf [2] (which we refer to as “Claessen’s library”), but
there are several important differences. Let us illustratethem with
an example. Suppose that we wish to define a list concatenation
predicate,append. First we must introduce a logical data type for
lists, so we write:

(nil ::: (⊲)) = datatype (cons0 [ ] ∨ cons2 (:))

This definition automatically introduces two list constructors for
logical terms with the following types:

nil :: Term [a]
(⊲) :: Term a→ Term [a]→ Term [a]

So we have a clear type-level correspondence between logical
terms, of typeTerm a, and normal Haskell values of typea. In-
troducing a new data type in Claessen’s library is a lot less sat-
isfying. Firstly, as Claessen and Ljunglöf admit, “it takes some
work to add a data type to be used in the embedding”. This is be-
cause the data type must be instantiated under a type class with
three methods: one for variable creation, one for variable detection
and one for unification. Secondly, and perhaps more seriously, the
internal representation of logical variables is directly exposed to
the programmer who has to define and deal with an explicit “Var”
constructor for the data type.

Now, to define theappend predicate using our library, we write:

append :: Term [a]→ Term [a]→ Term [a]→ LP ()
append as bs cs = caseOf (as, cs) alts
where

alts (a, as, cs) =
(nil , cs ) ։ (bs

.
= cs)

⊕ (a ⊲ as, a ⊲ cs) ։ append as bs cs

Here we make use of a functioncaseOf that allows pattern match-
ing. The pattern variables in the case alternativesalts are explic-
itly quantified by introducing a function for them. This basic sup-
port for pattern matching greatly improves the clarity of predicates.
Claessen and Ljunglöf suggest that “syntactic sugar” is needed to
support pattern matching, but as we see, this is not necessary.

Finally, Claessen and Ljunglöf do not discuss how to deal with
primitive types and functions such asInt and+ in a logical way.
We address this issue by supportingresiduation, an evaluation strat-
egy from functional logic programming. Our Wired implementa-
tion in particular makes heavy use of residuation.

All three of these improvements combine to greatly increasethe
practicality of our library. Indeed, all three are used to good effect



in our application to Wired, and also in our application to test-data
generation. Furthermore, we also discuss how another important
improvement,lazy narrowing, can be supported.

1.1 Road map

This paper is completely self-contained in that we do not assume
prior knowledge of Claessen’s library or Wired. In fact, most of
section 2 introduces monads, so experienced Haskell programmers
may wish to jump straight to Section 2.4. Following on from our
discussion on monads, Section 3 presents our logic programming
library. Section 4 uses our library to implement a small but useful
version of Wired called MiniWired, and demonstrates MiniWired’s
relational features by defining and analysing a parallel prefix cir-
cuit. Section 5 discusses our library in comparison to Claessen’s li-
brary and dedicated logic programming languages. It also discusses
another application of the library, to test-data generation, and how
the functional-logic technique of lazy narrowing can be supported.
Section 6 concludes and discusses future work.

2. Preliminaries

Logic programs describebacktrackingcomputations withstate,
where the state partially mapslogical variables to values. In a
pure functional language such as Haskell, both backtracking and
state are computational effects that can be conveniently structured
using monads[16]. In this section we introduce a backtracking
state monad that we will later use as a basis for functional-logic
programming in Haskell. The ideas presented are well established,
but we summarise them so that this paper is self-contained. Readers
familiar with monads and their uses may wish to skip to section 3.

2.1 Monads

Sometimes the flow of data in a pure functional program is, in
Wadler’s words, “painfully explicit”. The problem is that the mean-
ing of a program can become “buried under the plumbing required
to carry data from its point of creation to its point of use”. This
plumbing is particularly annoying when the data is frequently ac-
cessed and passed on in the same ways, over and over again.

As is often the case when programming, the problem is one of find-
ing the rightabstraction. Wadler’s solution is to use a particularly
general abstraction called amonad. Whereas a pure computation is,
in general, a function of typea→ b, a monadic computation is one
of typea→ m b, wherem is a monad that captures someimplicit
side-effect. Wadler shows that many of the side-effects found in im-
pure languages, such as state, exceptions and non-determinism, can
be simulated using monads.

More specifically, a monad is an abstract data type, parametrised by
some other type, that provides the two functions of the following
type class.

class Monad m where

return :: a→ m a
(>>=) :: m a→ (a→ m b)→ m b

An expression of the formreturn a denotes a computation that
simply returnsa without any side-effect. And one of the formm>>=
f denotes a computation that sequences the two computationsm
andf a, wherea is the value returned bym.

2.2 Monadic Exception Handling

One kind of side-effect that is useful for some computationsto have
is exception handling. In exception handling, a computation can
either return no value, if itfails (i.e. raises an exception), or a single
value otherwise. Such a computation can be represented using the
following data type.

data Maybe a = Nothing | Just a

To illustrate exception handling, suppose that a computation c, of
type Maybe a, is sequentially composed of two smaller ones,c0

and c1. If c0 fails thenc should fail without ever executingc1.
Otherwise,c should fail if and only ifc1 fails. This behaviour can
be captured as a monadic side-effect, freeing the programmer from
continuously checking for, and propagating, failure.

instance Monad Maybe where

return a = Just a
Nothing >>= f = Nothing

Just a >>= f = f a

Combining computations in this way can be thought of as “and”
combination, because a computation succeeds only if both its con-
stituents do. “Or” combination is also useful. It allows a computa-
tion to detect and recover from failure. A general interfaceto “or”
combination of monadic computations is provided by the following
type class.

class Monad m⇒ MonadPlus m where

mzero :: m a
(⊕) :: m a→ m a→ m a

In exception handling,mzero denotes a computation that fails, and
c0 ⊕ c1 denotes a computation that executesc0, and if that fails,
thenc1.

instance MonadPlus Maybe where

mzero = Nothing

Nothing ⊕m = m
Just a ⊕m = Just a

Example 1 (Failing Lookups). Consider a function,lookup, that
takes a key, and a list of key/value pairs, and returns the value that
is paired with the given key. If the given key is not paired with
any value in the list, thenlookup should fail. With the help of two
useful abstractions,

m0 >> m1 = m0 >>= (λ → m1)

guard c = if c then return ()
else mzero

thelookup function can be defined as follows.

lookup x [ ] = mzero

lookup x ((k, v) : ps) =
(guard (x == k) >> return v)
⊕

lookup x ps

If the given key is paired with more than one element in the list,
then the value of thefirst matching pair is returned. For example,
the following sample evaluations hold.

lookup ’a’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; Just 1
lookup ’c’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; Nothing

Using the exception handling monad, it is straightforward to define
a function that performs two lookups and adds the results.



add k0 k1 l =
lookup k0 l >>= λa→
lookup k1 l >>= λb→
return (a+b)

add k0 k1 l =
do a← lookup k0 l

b ← lookup k1 l
return (a+b)

(The two definitions are equivalent. The one on the right simply
makes use of syntactic sugar for monads, known asdo-notation.)

The possibility that the first lookup may fail does not need to
be considered explicitly by the second, as failure is propagated
implicitly as a monadic side-effect. For example, the following
evaluations hold.

add ’a’ ’b’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; Just 4
add ’c’ ’a’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; Nothing

2

2.3 Monadic Backtracking

A natural generalisation of exception handling isbacktracking. In
backtracking, a computation can yield zero or more results,not just
zero or one. Therefore, when a computation fails, it may be possible
to backtrack to an earlier computation, pick a different result, and
then try executing the original computation again. Haskell’s list
monad provides such behaviour.

instance Monad [ ] where
return a = [a]
[ ] >>= f = [ ]
(a : as) >>= f = f a ++ (as >>= f)

instance MonadPlus [ ] where
mzero = [ ]
(⊕) = (++)

Example 2 (Backtracking Lookups). In exception handling, the
lookup function returns only the first value that is paired with
the given key in the list. In backtracking, all associated values are
returned as a lazily evaluated list.

lookup ’a’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; [1, 6]
lookup ’c’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; [ ]

Note that the definition oflookup has not changed. Theadd
function now returns the results of all combinations of lookups.

add ’a’ ’a’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; [2, 7, 7, 12]
add ’a’ ’c’ [(’a’, 1), (’b’, 3), (’a’, 6)] ; [ ]

2

2.4 Adding State

Another kind of side-effect that is useful for some computations to
have isstate passing, whereby state is implicitly threaded through
a sequence of computations, and each individual computation can
read, modify or ignore it. A state passing computation can be
represented as a transition function from the current stateto a pair
containing the next state and a return value. To support bothstate
andbacktracking, we use a transition function to alist of such pairs.

newtype BS s a = BS { run :: s→ [(a, s)] }

HereBS stands forbacktracking state. For any type of states, BS s
can be made a monad as follows.

instance Monad (BS s) where
return a = BS (λs→ [(a, s)])
m >>= f = BS (λs→ run m s

>>= (λ(a, s)→ run (f a) s))

newVar :: a→ BV a VarID

newVar a = do (env, i)← get

put (insert i a env, i+1)
return i

readVar :: VarID→ BV a a
readVar v = do (env, i)← get ; return (env ! v)

writeVar :: VarID→ a→ BV a ()
writeVar v a = do (env, i)← get

put (insert v a env, i)

Figure 1. Operations of the “backtracking variables” monad

The occurrence of (>>=) on the right-hand side of the second equa-
tion refers to the (>>=) of the list monad instance. So ”and” combi-
nation passes the current state to the first computation which yields
a list of next-states, each of which is passed in turn to the second
computation. ”Or” combination passes the same current state to
each alternative.

instance MonadPlus (BS s) where
mzero = BS (λs→ [ ])
m0 ⊕m1 = BS (λs→ run m0 s ++ run m1 s)

To abstract away from the internal representation of theBS monad,
we define aget computation that returns the current state, and a
put computation that replaces the current state with the given state.

get :: BS s s
get = BS (λs→ [(s, s)])

put :: s→ BS s ()
put s = BS (λ → [((), s)])

We chose to present this backtracking state monad here because
of its simplicity, but in practice we use the more efficient variant,
shown in Appendix 1, based on Hinze’s two-continuation monad
transformer [6].

2.5 Adding Variables

The implicit state of a logic program is a partial mapping from log-
ical variables to values, often referred to as the currentsubstitution.
We specialise the backtracking state monad to support such asub-
stitution as follows.

type BV v a = BS (IntMap v, VarID) a

type VarID = Int

The state of theBS monad is hard-coded to be a pair containing
the substitution and its size. Variable identifiers are represented as
integers, so the substitution is a mapping (IntMap) from integers
to values of any typev. An efficient implementation of theIntMap
data structure is provided in Haskell’s hierarchical libraries, but
for completeness we specify the functionality that we expect of it
in Appendix 2. Functions to create, read, and write variables are
defined in Figure 1.

Claessen describes an alternative way to implement logicalvari-
ables using the support formutable referencesprovided by Haskell’s
ST monad. The advantage of usingST references is that they are
polymorphic, automatically garbage collected, and can be accessed
in constant time. Indeed, we believe that Claessen’s approach will
outperforms ours, but here we have chosen to present a simple
implementation that performs reasonably well in practice.



unboundVar :: LP VarID

unboundVar = newVar Nothing

bindVar :: VarID→ Uni→ LP ()
bindVar v a = writeVar v (Just a)

ifBound :: VarID→ (Uni→ LP b)→ LP b→ LP b
ifBound v t f = readVar v >>= decons

where

decons (Just a) = t a
decons Nothing = f

Figure 2. An implementation of logical variables

3. A Library for Logic Programming

In this section we build a layer of logic programming supporton
top of theBV monad, including functions for creatinglogical data
types, creatinglogical variables, unification, residuation, andpat-
tern matching. We demonstrate the resulting library by describing
some useful arithmetic and list-based relations.

3.1 Logical Terms

A logical term is a value, similar to the value of an algebraic data
type in Haskell, that can be constructed using one of a numberof
data constructors. However, every logical term has the additional
possibility of being alogical variable. For example, a logical list
term could be constructed by a “nil” constructor, a “cons” con-
structor,or a variable constructor. Because such data types may
be recursively defined, it is not, in general, possible to treat the val-
ues of existing Haskell data types as logical terms.

Instead, we define auniversaldata type with a specific constructor
for variables, in which any algebraic data type can be encoded.

data Uni = Var VarID | Ctr Int [Uni ] | Int Int

The universal data typeUni provides constructors for logical vari-
ables, compound terms, and primitive Haskell data types. (For pre-
sentation purposes, we support only one primitive type, namely
Int.)

3.2 Logical Variables

The value of a logical variable is eitherboundto a logical term or
unbound, so it can be represented using Haskell’sMaybe type.

type Val = Maybe Uni

A monad for logic programming,LP, can be defined by hard-coding
the values of variables to be of typeVal.

type LP a = BV Val a

VarID is an abstract data type that provides the following three op-
erations, as defined in Figure 2:unboundVar for creating a new,
unbound, variable;bindVar for binding a value to an unbound
variable; andifBound for calling one of two given functions de-
pending on whether a given variable is bound or not. The reason for
makingVal abstract is because it will later be redefined to support
residuation.

3.3 Unification

Two logical terms can be successfullyunified if they are equal,
or if they contain unbound variables that can be instantiated so
as to make them equal. However, to obtain maximum generality,

unify :: Uni→ Uni→ LP ()
unify a b = do ar ← root a ; br ← root b ; unif ar br

where

unif (Var v) (Var w) | v == w = return ()
unif (Var v) b = bindVar v b
unif a (Var w) = bindVar w a
unif (Int a) (Int b) | a == b = return ()
unif (Ctr n as) (Ctr m bs) | n == m = unif

′ as bs
unif = mzero

unif
′ [ ] [ ] = return ()

unif
′ (a : as) (b : bs) = unify a b >> unif

′ as bs

Figure 3. Unification algorithm

unification must instantiate asfew variables as possible. This can
be achieved by allowing unbound variables to be unified with each
other without having to instantiate them.

Two unbound variables can be unified simply by letting one be
bound to the other. Since a variable will never be bound twice, a
set of bindings like{a → b, b → c, d → b, e → f} forms a set of
trees, and no variable will appear in two trees. We take the variables
at the roots of the trees as the representatives of the equivalence
sets. Cycles can be easily avoided by checking that the rootsof two
variables are not the same variable. An important operationin the
unification algorithm is therefore to find the root of a logical term.

root :: Uni→ LP Uni

root (Var v) = ifBound v root (return (Var v))
root a = return a

The unification function takes two terms that are to be unifiedand
performs a case analysis on their roots, as shown in Figure 3.If both
roots are the same variable, then unification succeeds. If atleast one
of the roots is a variable, then that variable is bound to the other
root. If both roots are instantiated to the same term constructor,
then the arguments of those constructors are unified. In any other
case, unification fails.

3.4 Static Typing

A problem with the universal data type representation is that every
logical term has thesametype, namelyUni. Leijen and Meijer
proposephantom typesas an elegant solution to this problem [10].
Their idea is to create a data type with a type parameter that does
no occur in any construction. This type parameter is referred to as
a phantom type.

newtype Term a = Term { uni :: Uni }

Now terms have the typeTerm a for some typea that can be
controlled by an explicit type signature. This explicit typing allows
data constructors for terms to be defined with the desired type. For
example, the following functions define the list constructors.

nil :: Term [a]
nil = Term (Ctr 0 [ ])

(⊲) :: Term a→ Term [a]→ Term [a]
a ⊲ b = Term (Ctr 1 [uni a, uni b])

Only well-typed logical terms can be constructed using these func-
tions. It is slightly awkward that each constructor mustmanuallybe
given a type signature, a unique identifier, and a representation in
the universal type. Thankfully, these three tasks can be completely
automated. Using the combinators of Figure 4, the list constructors
are simply defined as:



cons0 :: a→ Int→ Term a
cons0 f = λn→ Term (Ctr n [ ])

cons1 :: (a→ b)→ Int→ Term a→ Term b
cons1 f = λn a→ Term (Ctr n [uni a])

cons2 :: (a→ b→ c)→ Int

→ Term a→ Term b→ Term c
cons2 f = λn a b→ Term (Ctr n [uni a, uni b])

data Pair a b = a ::: b

a ∨ b = λn→ a n ::: b (n+1)

datatype d = d 0

Figure 4. Combinators for creating logical data types

(nil ::: (⊲)) = datatype (cons0 [ ] ∨ cons2 (:))

It is straightforward to support any algebraic type in this way.
However, primitive types such asInt must be defined specially.

int :: Int→ Term Int

int n = Term (Int n)

3.5 Logical Interface

It is useful to overload unification and free-variable creation so that
they can be used on a number of different types. Therefore, we
introduce the following type class for logical terms.

class Logical a where

free :: LP a
(
.
=) :: a→ a→ LP ()
match :: Logical b⇒ a→ a→ LP b→ LP b

For now, thematch member is not important – it will be used in the
implementation of residuation in Section 3.8. To instantiateTerm a
for all a under theLogical class, we just need to convert between
the typed and universal representations.

instance Logical (Term a) where
free = do v ← unboundVar

return (Term (Var v))

a
.
= b = unify (uni a) (uni b)

match a b k = match
′ (uni a) (uni b) k

The main motivation for having theLogical class is to support
tuple-terms. Tuple-terms allow many variables to be created in one
go, and collections of terms to be treated as if they were a single
compound term. For example, the following instance defines tuple-
terms of size two.

instance (Logical a, Logical b)⇒ Logical (a, b) where
free = do a← free ; b← free

return (a, b)

(a0, a1)
.
= (b0, b1) = a0

.
= b0 >> a1

.
= b1

match (a0, a1) (b0, b1) k = match a0 b0 (match a1 b1 k)

Tuple-terms of any size can be defined similarly.

Example 3 (List Concatenation). Given three lists,as, bs, andcs
– that may be variables or contain variables – the list concatenation
relation non-deterministically generates all variable instantiations
such thatcs is the concatenation ofas andbs.

app :: Term [a]→ Term [a]→ Term [a]→ LP ()
app as bs cs = do as

.
= nil >> bs

.
= cs

⊕ do (a, as′, cs′)← free

as
.
= (a ⊲ as′)

cs
.
= (a ⊲ cs′)

app as′ bs cs′

This definition of app is said to bepolymodal, meaning it has
“many modes” of operation. For example, if any two ofas, bs and
cs are known then the other can be inferred. 2

3.6 Pattern Matching

Term deconstruction is achieved using free variables and unifi-
cation, as illustrated by the above example. However, it is often
clearer and more concise to use pattern matching to deconstruct
terms. Although we cannot use Haskell’scase construct for this
purpose, we can redefineapp as follows.

app as bs cs = caseOf (as, cs) alts
where

alts (a, as, cs) =
(nil , cs ) ։ (bs

.
= cs)

⊕ (a ⊲ as, a ⊲ cs) ։ app as bs cs

The caseOf function can be thought of as a replacement for
Haskell’scase construct in which logical terms can be matched.
The variablealts stands for “case alternatives” and is parame-
terised by the free variables that appear in the patterns of all the
alternatives.

Now it remains to definecaseOf and the։ operator.

pat ։ rhs = return (pat, rhs)

caseOf a as = do (pat, rhs)← free >>= as
pat

.
= a

rhs

3.7 Residuation

When the value of an uninstantiated logical variable is needed
for a computation to proceed, one strategy, demonstrated above,
is to non-deterministically instantiate it with appropriate values.
An alternative strategy, known asresiduation, is to suspendthe
computation until the variable becomes bound, and to proceed
by evaluating the next, sequentially composed, computation. The
suspended computation (also calledresidual) is resumedas soon as
the variable that it is waiting on is instantiated.

We implement residuation by associating every unbound variable
with a list of computations that are suspended on it. To do this, we
need to alter our model of logical variables, and redefine theVal

type as follows.

data Val = Bound Uni | Unbound [Residual ]

type Residual = Uni→ LP ()

A logical variable is now either bound to a value, or unbound,with
a list of residuals waiting for it to become bound.

The new implementation of theVarID abstract data type is shown
in Figure 5. The important difference is in the definition of
bindVar: when an unbound variable becomes bound, each of its
associated residuals is resumed by calling theresumeOn function,
as defined in Figure 6. An expression of the formrs ‘resumeOn‘ v



unboundVar = newVar (Unbound [ ])

bindVar v a = do Unbound rs← readVar v
writeVar v (Bound a)
rs ‘resumeOn‘ a

ifBound v f g = readVar v >>= decons

where

decons (Bound a) = f a
decons (Unbound rs) = g

Figure 5. An implementation of logical variables that supports
residuation

resumeOn :: [Residual ]→ Uni→ LP ()
resumeOn rs (Var v) = do Unbound ss← readVar v

writeVar v
(Unbound (rs ++ ss))

resumeOn rs a = mapM (resume a) rs
where

resume a g = g a

Figure 6. Resuming a list of residuals

applies each residual inrs to the valuev, provided thatv is instan-
tiated. If it isn’t, thenv must be an unbound variable, so the list of
residuals associated withv is updated to includers.

To create a function that residuates, we introduce a specialapplica-
tion operator calledrigid′.

rigid
′ :: Logical b⇒ (Uni→ LP b)

→ (Uni→ LP b)
rigid

′ f a = do ar ← root a
b ← free

let g x = do c← f x
b

.
= c

[g ]‘resumeOn‘ar

return b

It takes a logical function as argument and returns a new version
of it, which automatically suspends when applied to an unbound
variable. If a function suspends, we still want to have access to its
(future) result. Inrigid′, the result is represented by the variable
b, so we define the residualg to unify the result off with b. This
way, wheneverg is resumed, the value ofb is immediately updated.

The typed version ofrigid′ is rigid, and is defined as:

rigid :: Logical b⇒ (Term a→ LP b)
→ (Term a→ LP b)

rigid f a = rigid
′ (f ◦ Term) (uni a)

Example 4 (Rigid Arithmetic). In order to define efficient deter-
ministic operations on integers, we provide the following primitive
deconstructor for integers that can only be defined by inspecting
the internal structure of terms.

unint :: Logical b⇒ Term Int

→ (Int→ LP b)→ LP b

unint a f = rigid
′ (λ(Int a)→ f a) (uni a)

With the help of the following shorthand,

liftInt2 f a b = unint a (λa→
unint b (λb→
return (int (f a b))))

we can, for example, define rigid functions for addition and sub-
traction.

match
′ :: Logical a⇒ Uni→ Uni→ LP a→ LP a

match
′ a b k = do ar ← root a ; br ← root b ; ma ar br

where

ma (Var v) (Var w) | v == w = k
ma (Var v) b = bindVar v b

>> k
ma (Var w) = rigidMatch

ma (Int a) (Int b) | a == b = k
ma (Ctr n as) (Ctr m bs) | n == m = zipm as bs
ma = mzero

zipm [ ] [ ] = k
zipm (x : xs) (y : ys) = match

′ x y (zipm xs ys)

rigidMatch = rigid
′ (λb→ match

′ a b k) b

Figure 7. Rigid matching algorithm

a +̄ b = liftInt2 (+) a b
a −̄ b = liftInt2 (−) a b

The results of these functions will only become known once their
arguments,a andb, have been instantiated. 2

Example 5(Relational Arithmetic). Using the following generally-
useful shorthand,

a
.
⇐ m = do b← m ; a

.
= b

a deterministic addition relation can be defined as follows.

a +̂ b = do c ← a +̄ b
b

.
⇐ c −̄ a

a
.
⇐ c −̄ b

return c

Once any two ofa, b, andc are known, the other can be inferred.2

3.8 Rigid Pattern Matching

Recall that thecaseOf function allows term deconstruction via
pattern matching. A slight variant of this isrigidCaseOf, whereby
matchingsuspendsuntil the scrutinee is instantiated at least as
much as the pattern it is being matched against. To implement
rigidCaseOf we use thematch method of theLogical class. An
action of the formmatch p a k executesk if the patternp matches
the scrutineea. TherigidCaseOf function differs fromcaseOf

in that thematch function is used in place of unification.

rigidCaseOf a as = do (pat, rhs)← free >>= as
match pat a rhs

Recall that for values of typeTerm a, match is defined simply as
match

′. The definition of match’ is given in Figure 7. The main
difference from unification is that the continuationk is called when
matching succeeds. When an unbound variable in the scrutinee
is matched against a bound value in a pattern, then matching is
suspended, via a call torigid′, until that variable becomes bound.

Example 6 (Rigid List Concatenation). A rigid list concatenation
relation can be defined as follows.

( +̄+ ) :: Term [a]→ Term [a]→ LP (Term [a])
as +̄+ bs = rigidCaseOf as alts

where

alts (a, as) =
nil ։ return bs

⊕ a ⊲ as ։ liftM (a ⊲) (as +̄+ bs)

The result is returned once the spine ofas is fully instantiated.
Although deterministic, the relation permits the values inthe lists



involved to flow in any direction, for example, fromas andbs to
the result, and vice-versa. 2

4. Application to Wired

The performance of modern circuits largely depends on the effect
of wire-lengthon circuit properties such as signal delay and power
consumption. To help design such circuits, a language called Wired,
embedded in Haskell, has been developed in which wires are ex-
pressed explicitly just as components are. In this section we reiter-
ate the benefits of making Wired a relational language, originally
explained in [1], but do so more precisely by fully implementing a
simple version of it calledMiniWired. We also discuss some alter-
native design decisions that are made possible by the availability of
non-determinism, and demonstrate MiniWired by describingand
analysing a parallel prefix circuit.

4.1 Descriptions in Wired

In MiniWired, circuits are modelled as rectangulartiles that can be
composed with each other to give larger tiles. Data may enteror
leave a tile on each of its fouredges, which are named west, north,
south and east:

data Tile a = Tile { west :: Edge a
, north :: Edge a
, south :: Edge a
, east :: Edge a }

The edgeof a tile is a list ofsegments, and each segment may or
may not carry a signal. The length of the edge is stored explicitly
for convenience, although this information is redundant.

data Edge a = Edge { len :: Term Int

, segs :: Term [Maybe a] }

The following function for constructing an edge from a list of
segments is useful.

edge as = Edge (int (length as)) (foldr (⊲) nil as)

The Edge and Tile types are isomorphic to pairs and 4-tuples
respectively, and can be instantiated under theLogical class in
the same way that tuples are, as described in section 3.5. However,
tiles are treated slightly different to 4-tuples in that when they are
created, they are constrained to berectangular. The full instance
definitions ofEdge andTile are shown in Appendix 3.

A circuit description is defined to be a relation over tiles. The type
variablea represents the type of data that flows through the circuit.

type Desc a = LP (Tile a)

A description has both a physical size and a behaviour. The size is
defined by the number of segments in the north and west edges of
the tile (or equivalently, the south and east edges). The behaviour
is defined by arelation between the signals on the edges of the
tile. The use of a relation rather than a function greatly reduces
the number of distinct primitive tiles that are required. Diagrams of
a selection of primitive tiles are shown in Figure 8. Two of these
primitives,dot andthinY are defined in Figure 9, and the rest are
defined in Appendix 4.

4.2 Combinators

MiniWired allows two circuit descriptions to be combined byplac-
ing them onebesidethe other, or onebelow the other. To define

wireY1 wireT3 dot crodot thinY thinX1

Figure 8. Some primitive tiles

dot f =
do (a, b) ← free

c ← f a b
let w = edge [just a]
let n = edge [just b]
let s = edge [just c]
let e = edge [nothing ]
return (Tile w n s e)

thinY = do we ← free

let ns = edge [ ]
return (Tile we ns ns we)

Figure 9. Definitions of the primitive tilesdot andthinY

(↔) :: Desc a→ Desc a→ Desc a
d0 ↔ d1 = do t0 ← d0 ; t1 ← d1

east t0
.
= west t1

n← join (north t0) (north t1)
s ← join (south t0) (south t1)
return (Tile (west t0) n s (east t1))

Figure 10. The “beside” combinator

these two combinators it is necessary to be able to join the edges of
tiles together.

join e0 e1 = liftM2 Edge

(len e0 +̂ len e1)
(segs e0 +̄+ segs e1)

Notice that where two edges are joined, their combined length is
computed using the addition relation defined in Example 5. The
reason for using a relation is to allow the length of an edge, which
may be unknown, to be inferred from its surrounding context.
For example, the height ofthinY, which is unconstrained, can be
inferred if it is placed beside a circuit of known height, such as
wireY1. This ability to infer lengths from contexts can simplify
circuit description by reducing the amount of information that
needs to be given explicitly by the programmer.

The definition of the “beside” combinator is given in Figure 10.
A description is placed beside another by joining the northern
and southern edges and unifying the eastern western edges. The
“below” combinator is defined similarly in Appendix 5.

A row of tiles can be obtained by iteratively applying the “beside”
combinator the desired number of times.

rowN 0 d = thinY

rowN n d = d↔ rowN (n−1) d

Sometimes the desired length of a row is obvious from the context
in which it is placed, and shouldn’t need to be stated explicitly.
Such a row – any number of tiles long – can be defined as follows.

row d = thinY ⊕ (d↔ row d)

However, there is a slight problem with this definition: it has in-
finitely many solutions, and so circuit generation will get stuck



sklansky f 0 = thinX1

sklansky f n = (left l skl)↔ (right l skl)
where

skl = sklansky f (n−1)
left = row wireY1↔ wireT3

right = row (crodot f)↔ dot f

Figure 11. Definition of Sklansky’s prefix network in MiniWired

Figure 12. The 8-bit instance of Sklansky

down an infinitely long search path. A much more sensible ap-
proach is to wait until the length of the surrounding contextis
known before searching; this way circuit generation shouldbe ter-
minating.

row d = do n← free

s ← unint n (λn→
thinY⊕ (d↔ row d))

n
.
= len (north s)

return s

So far, tile edges have not been constrained to have non-negative
length, and so by creating negatively sized tiles,row may still
be non-terminating. This can be resolved by modifying the rigid
subtraction operator to fail if its result is negative, as shown in
Appendix 6. Alternatively,row can be defined to be fully deter-
ministic, as shown in Appendix 7. The deterministic and non-
deterministic variations ofrow behave differently when rows are
placed beside rows: the former favours expanding the first row,
whereas the latter fairly expands each in a non-deterministic fash-
ion. Future experiments with Wired should help us decide which is
preferable, but the availability of non-determinism certainly gives
the library a more flexible feel.

The use of relations also helps to reduce the number of distinct
combinators that need to be defined because relations abstract over
the direction of data flow.

Example 7 (Sklansky). A parallel prefix network takes a list
x0, · · · , xn and applies a given associative operator◦ to every pre-
fix of the list to yield the listx0, x0 ◦x1, x0 ◦x1 ◦x2, · · · , x0 ◦· · ·◦
xn. These networks are very common in modern microprocessors
– for example, in the carry generation in fast adders (see [7]for
further explanation). Sklansky’s minimum depth network isa re-
cursive composition of two half-size networks. It can be defined in
MiniWired as shown in Figure 11. The diagram of an 8-bit instance
of this network is shown in Figure 12. 2

4.3 Analysis

An important capability of Wired is to estimate and control various
performance properties of a circuit, such aspropagation delay. One
way to estimate circuit delays is to use non-standard interpretation
techniques: gates in the circuit are replaced by non-standard ver-
sions which compute properties of their signals rather thancomput-

ing actual signal values. A non-standard gate might, for example,
compute delay estimates of its output signals given delay estimates
of its inputs.

For a more accurate delay analysis that takes account of somelow-
level electrical phenomena,bi-directional evaluation is required.
The delay from the output of one gate to the input of another
depends on the signal’sload. The load is a measurement of the
number of gates connected to the signal (and their sizes), and
is characterised by a capacitance value. So capacitances need to
be propagated backwards and summed at every fork point before
calculation of the delay can proceed in the forwards direction.

We demonstrate a simple bi-directional analysis where the output
delay of each gate,dout, is calculated as follows.

dout = maximum(d0, d1, · · · , dn) + dint + (c×N)

Hered0 · · · dn are input delays,dint is the internal delay of the
gate,N is the number of gates driven by the output signal and
c is a constant which decides the significance of a high fanout.
The fanout,N , is calculated by backwards propagation anddout

by forwards propagation. This analysis can implemented using our
library as shown in Appendix 8.

Non-standard interpretation may seem a little lightweightconsider-
ing that a circuit could simply be passed to an existing, highly ac-
curate, external analysis tool. But it provides a simple wayto write
customanalyses where circuit generation caninteract with circuit
analysis within the language. This is important for developing cir-
cuit generators which use search for optimisation, and for so-called
adaptive circuits which are parameterised by delay profilesof their
input/output signals [14]. We are planning to experiment with adap-
tive circuits in Wired in the future.

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss related work and further applications and
features of our library.

5.1 Embedded Logic Programming

The first embedding of logic programming in Haskell, by Seres
and Spivey [15], was extended by Claessen [2] to usemonadsand
typedlogical variables. In Claessen’s approach, a logical data type
for lists is introduced with the declaration:

data List a = VarL (Var (List a)) | Nil | a ::: List a

Then the new type must be instantiated under theFree andUnify
classes (containing a total of 3 methods). Our represtationof logical
terms has several advantages:

• Simplicity. We can introduce a new logical data type very easily,
without having to instantiate various type classes.

• Clarity. We have a clear correspondence between normal
Haskell data types, of typea, and logical data types of type
Term a. Claessen must invent new, unfamiliar names for log-
ical data types. Our approach facilitates conversion between
logical terms and normal Haskell values.

• Abstraction. Claessen exposes implementation details of his
library, such as theVar data type, to the programmer. If the
programmercase-deconstructs a logical term, how should they
handle theVar case? Our abstraction prevents this abuse of
logical terms.



Claessen does not discuss how to handle primitive Haskell types,
such as integers and arithmetic, which we support conveniently us-
ing residuation. Furthermore, we have shown howpattern match-
ing can be achieved, allowing simpler definitions of predicates.
Overall, we believe these improvements make the prospect ofem-
bedded logic programming much more attractive.

In a separate project, we have developed a monad for non determin-
istic computations that allows bothdepthandbreadthfirst search
together. Separate disjunction operators are provided for each form
of search and they interact in a sensible way. In future we mayex-
periment with this monad as the basis for our logic programming
library. We may also experiment with thefair conjunction and dis-
junction operators (for fair backtracking) presented by Kiselyov et
al. [9].

5.2 Dedicated Logic Programming

Predicates written using our approach look similar to correspond-
ing Prolog predicates. One difference is that our logical variables
areexplicitly quantifiedand typed. But the main difference is that
our approach isembeddedin Haskell. In Wired, this lets us use
logic programming features where they are needed, and to usenor-
mal Haskell everywhere else. In particular, our embedding allows
logical variables, unification, and residuation together with (higher
order) functions, algebraic types, type classes, and existing Haskell
libraries such as Lava [4]. Similar features, apart from type classes
and Lava, are available in Curry [5]. Indeed, our first version of
MiniWired was developed in Curry. Moving MiniWired over to
our library was straightforward and its run-time performance un-
der each compiler (MCC and GHC) was similar.

5.3 Application to test-data generation

Lindblad [11] and Naylor [13] have recently shown how functional-
logic programming techniques can aid property-based testing. In
particular, test-data can be automatically generated thatsatisfies
restrictive antecedents that program properties often have. Both
Lindblad and Naylor develop external analysis tools that accept
Haskell programs as input. An interesting question is whether a
library-based approach, such as our logic programming library, can
be used to obtain the similar benefits.

To illustrate this possibility, suppose that we wish to testthe follow-
ing law about the standard Haskell matrix transposition function:

prop transpose m =
isMatrix m⇒ m == transpose (transpose m)

Here,isMatrix m holds only for a list of listsm where each inner
list has the same length. The problem with random or exhaustive
testing is that many inputs will be generated which do not satisfy
isMatrix. This is a bit wasteful since we know that an implication
with a false antecedent will hold! A possible solution is to write the
antecedent, in this caseisMatrix, using our library:

sameLen :: Term [a]→ Term [a]→ LP ()
sameLen as bs = caseOf (as, bs) alts
where

alts (a, as, b, bs) =
(nil , nil ) ։ return ()

⊕ (a ⊲ as, b ⊲ bs) ։ sameLen as bs

isMatrix :: Term [[a]] → LP ()
isMatrix m = caseOf m alts

where

alts (a, b, m) =
nil ։ return ()

⊕ (a ⊲ nil) ։ return ()
⊕ (a ⊲ b ⊲ m) ։ (sameLen a b >> isMatrix (b ⊲ m))

Now isMatrix can be used to generate test data of a suitable
form for the consequent of the property. The actual content of
the matrix will be left uninstantiated byisMatrix, so standard
random or exhaustive testing could be used to finish off the test
data generation.

It seems likely that residuation could also play a useful part in this
application. For example, Lindblad proposes a parallel conjunction
operator>&< such that an expression of the formp x >&< q x

evaluatesp x andq x in parallel. So, if at any stage a partially in-
stantiatedx falsifiesp or q then the conjunction immediately evalu-
ates to false. It seems that a similar strategy to parallel conjunction
could be obtained by duplicating the conjunctq x and executing
it using residuation. In this way, evaluation of the new residuating
conjunct will proceed progressively as thep instantiatesx.

In future, we would like to explore this whole idea more fully.

5.4 Lazy Narrowing

Logic programming predicates such asisMatrix can be conve-
niently used as data generators. And by usinglazy narrowing[12],
an evaluation strategy from functional-logic programming, so too
can any boolean expression written in a functional language. So an
interesting question is whether our library can support lazy narrow-
ing.

For example, we might defineappend not as a predicate but as a
monadic function:

append as bs = caseOf as alts

where

alts (a, as) =
nil ։ return bs

⊕ (a ⊲ as) ։ liftM (a ⊲) (append as bs)

However, this definition does not have the same general behaviour
as ourapp predicate. The reason is that monadic sequencing causes
the recursive call toappend to happenbefore the head of the
result list is returned. The end result is that this functiondoesn’t
terminate when its first input is uninstantiated, even if theresult of
the function is known to benil. In lazy narrowing, evaluation of a
function proceeds only when its result isdemanded.

The above problem can be overcome by introducingthunksin the
definition ofcaseOf. However, this approach feels rather complex.
Instead, lazy narrowing seems much simpler to support if theli-
brary isnot monadic. We are currently developing such a library in
whichappend would be written as:



append :: Term [a]→ Term [a]→ Term [a]
append as bs = caseOf as alts

where

alts (a, as) =
nil ։ bs

⊕ (a ⊲ as) ։ (a ⊲ append as bs)

Now append simply constructs an abstract syntax tree that can be
easily evaluated by lazy narrowing. The problem with this approach
is that evaluation will not preservesharing. For an application like
test data generation, we could probably live with this problem since
the benefit over random and exhaustive data generation will still
be very large. Alternatively, the problem could be solved using an
impure feature likeobservable sharing[3]. In fact, since sharing
cannot affect the result of evaluation, it could probably beargued
that the library would still be purely functional, despite using im-
pure features internally. Furthermore, compiler optimisations that
change sharing behavior would not be a problem since the same
result will be returned whether or not sharing is modified.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a Haskell library that allows functional and logic
programming features to be used together. A number of improve-
ments to the original library by Claessen were made, resulting in
a simpler, more powerfull, and generally more attractive library to
use. In particular, we contributed easier data type creation, a cleaner
representation of logical terms, pattern matching, residuation, and
a clean way of dealing with primitive Haskell data types and func-
tions. These improvements were driven by our motivating applica-
tion, MiniWired, which was used both to demonstrate use of func-
tional and logical features in a real application, and how our library
could be used to capture those features.

Claessen and Ljunglöf conclude [2] that “a polytypic programming
tool” would be very helpful to avoid having to instantiate type
classes every time a new logical data type is added. And they
also suggest that “syntactic sugar” for pattern matching could help
the definitions feel less “clumsy”. Our library solves both of these
problems without using any features beyond Haskell’98. Arguably,
our library is still a little clumsy in that pattern variables must be
explicitly quantified, but our approach certainly feels much less
clumsy than no pattern matching at all. Although not presented
here, we use a type class to convert between values of typeTerm a
and those of typea. It is useful, though not necessary, to instantiate
this class for each new type. Thankfully, with a few combinators,
this task is made very easy and can be done without any internal
knowledge of how the library works.

For future work, Claessen and Ljunglöf suggested that theywould
like to explore how their library “can be made more practical, by
using it in more realistic programs”. We have applied our library to
two realistic applications here: one to circuit design and the other
to test-data generation.

In future work, we hope to develop a non-monadic variant of the
library, based on lazy narrowing, and explore its use in property-
based test-data generation. We would also like to examine the
various properties of our library constructs. One of the fundamental
properties that we expect to hold is that, in a deterministicprogram,
conjunction(>>) is commutative, i.e. the order in whichrigid and
(
.
=) conjuncts are expressed doesn’t matter.

The next step for Wired is to apply it to the design of Sheeran’s
novel adaptive partial product reduction array [14] (part of a multi-
plier circuit). While Sheeran’s original Lava design took only very

crude account of wire-lengths, with a simple forwards analysis,
ours should be able to achieve more accuracy, and possibly result
in more efficient structures.
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Appendices

This section contains a number appendices containing function
definitions that have been referenced in the main body of the paper.

newtype BS s a =
BS { run :: ∀b. s→ ((s, a)→ b→ b)→ b→ b }

instance Monad (BS s) where
return a = BS (λs ks kf → ks (s, a) kf )
m >>= f = BS (λs ks kf →

run m s (λ(s′, a) kf →
run (f a) s′ ks kf ) kf )

instance MonadPlus (BS s) where
mzero = BS (λs ks kf → kf )
m0 ⊕m1 = BS (λs ks kf →

run m0 s ks (run m1 s ks kf ))

get :: BS s s
get = BS (λs ks kf → ks (s, s) kf )

put :: s→ BS s ()
put s = BS (λ ks kf → ks (s, ()) kf )

Appendix 1: An efficient continuation-basedBS monad

type IntMap a = [(Int, a)]

empty :: IntMap a
empty = [ ]

insert :: Int→ a
→ IntMap a→ IntMap a

insert i a [ ] = [(i, a)]
insert i a ((j, b) : ps)
| i == j = (j, a) : ps
| otherwise = (j, b) : insert i a ps

(!) :: IntMap a→ Int→ a
((i, a) : ps) ! j = if i == j then a else ps ! j

Appendix 2: Specification of theIntMap data structure



instance Logical (Edge a) where
free = do n← free ; as← free

return (Edge n as)

a
.
= b = do len a

.
= len b

segs a
.
= segs b

match a b k = match (len a) (len b)
(match (segs a) (segs b) k)

instance Logical (Tile a) where
free = do (n, s) ← free

(e,w)← free

(x, y) ← free

return (Tile (Edge y w) (Edge x n)
(Edge x s) (Edge y e))

a
.
= b = north a

.
= north b >> east a

.
= east b

>> south a
.
= south b >> west a

.
= west b

match a b k = match (north a) (north b)
(match (east a) (east b)

(match (south a) (south b)
(match (west a) (west b) k)))

Appendix 3: TheEdge andTile instances of theLogical class

wireT3 =
do a ← free

(a0, a1) ← fork a
let w = edge [nothing ]
let n = edge [just a]
let s = edge [just a0 ]
let e = edge [just a1 ]
return (Tile w n s e)

crodot f =
do a ← free

b ← free

(a0, a1) ← fork a
c ← f a0 b
let w = edge [just a]
let n = edge [just b]
let s = edge [just c]
let e = edge [just a1 ]
return (Tile w n s e)

fork a = return (a, a)

wireY1 =
do a ← free

let ns = edge [just a]
let we = edge [nothing ]
return (Tile we ns ns we)

thinX1 =
do a ← free

let ns = edge [just a]
let we = edge [ ]
return (Tile we ns ns we)

thinY =
do we ← free

let ns = edge [ ]
return (Tile we ns ns we)

Appendix 4: Remaining definitions of the primitive tile set

(l) :: Desc a→ Desc a→ Desc a
d0 l d1 = do t0 ← d0 ; t1 ← d1

north t0
.
= south t1

e ← join (east t0) (east t1)
w ← join (west t0) (west t1)
return (Tile w (north t1) (south t0) e)

Appendix 5: The “below” combinator

a −̄ b = unint a (λa′ → unint b (λb′ → sub a′ b′))
where

sub a b = if a>b then mzero

else return (int (a−b))

Appendix 6: Non-negative subtraction

row :: Desc a→ Desc a
row d = do n← free

s ← unint n (λn′ → case n′ of

0 → thinY

→ d↔ row d)
n

.
= len (north s)

return s

Appendix 7: Fully-deterministic definition ofrow

unpair p f = do (a, b)← free

p
.
= pair a b

f a b

type Delay = Term (Int, Int)

fork :: Delay→ LP (Delay, Delay)
fork a = do (bfo, bdel)← free

(cfo, cdel)← free

unpair a (λafo adel →
do afo

.
⇐ bfo +̄ cfo

bdel
.
= adel

cdel
.
= adel

return ( pair bfo bdel

, pair cfo cdel ))

gate :: Delay→ Delay→ LP Delay

gate a b = do unpair a (λafo adel →
unpair b (λbfo bdel →
do afo

.
= int 1

bfo
.
= int 1

cfo ← free

cdel ← calc adel bdel cfo

return (pair cfo cdel)))

calc d0 d1 n =
unint d0 (λd0 →
unint d1 (λd1 →
unint n (λn→
return (int (max d0 d1+100+3∗n)))))

Appendix 8: A simple bi-directional delay analysis by non-standard
interpretation


